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The Origyn weighted basketball offers an
authentic in-game feel with its microfiber
composite leather construction and an added
layer of microfiber over the grooves. It sets itself
apart from rubber-seamed alternatives by
providing outstanding grip and an unparalleled
playing experience.

Investing in an Origyn Sport weighted basketball is crucial for
basketball players as it offers a multifaceted approach to

improving their game, enhancing strength, speed, and ball-
handling skills. The added resistance builds muscle and

increases shot power, making players more effective on the
court. It also improves dribbling and passing abilities, requiring

greater control and precision.



Become A Stronger Player

The Origyn weighted basketball can make you a
stronger player by promoting muscle
development, enhancing shooting power,
increasing stamina, strengthening core muscles,
and improving balance. 

The added resistance during training sessions
challenges and builds the necessary muscles and
skills for better performance on the court, making
you a more formidable and well-rounded
basketball player overall.

Customize Your Workouts

The Origyn weighted basketball caters to your
training needs with two weight options, 2 pounds
and 3 pounds, allowing you to customize your
workout routine according to your fitness level
and goals. 
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2 LBS & 3 LBS
Variaitions



The resistance of a weighted basketball demands
better ball-handling skills. As you become
accustomed to handling a heavier ball, your
control and coordination improve. When you
switch to a regular basketball, it will feel lighter
and more manageable, making you a more skillful
and precise dribbler.

Now that you are well acquainted with the Origyn Sport weighted
basketball it is time to begin training. To start training with a weighted

basketball effectively, begin with an appropriate weight, warm up
thoroughly, and focus on basic dribbling, passing, and shooting drills

while gradually progressing to more advanced exercises. 

Always, complement your training with strength and core workouts,
maintain consistency, and prioritize rest and recovery. Seek expert

guidance if possible and progress gradually to build strength, improve
skills, and minimize the risk of injury. 

For more information on our products visit us at Origynsport.com
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Improve Ball Handling Skills

TRAIN DIFFERENT. PLAY DIFFERENT.

Start Training Today!


